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After school on Thursday the 7th of March, Holly Walk welcomed a new
beginning through our first tree planting ceremony. As an innovative
green school initiative from the ideas of the Student Leadership Team it
was only right that Lilibeth led the ceremony. She explained that by
planting more trees we are benefiting the community through circulating
cleaner air and increasing biodiversity within our school. As well as this,
the trees that we planted here today stamp our legacy as a cohort in our
school leaving a lasting impact where students in many years to come can
enjoy the shade and beauty these trees will provide. Lilibeth ended the
ceremony with a heartfelt and inspirational speech thanking and
honouring "her [the tree] for the clean pure air she [the tree] will provide"
and then passing the responsibility of the green school's initiative onto
our new Y12 Student Leadership Team.
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Enrichment and Progression Opportunities

University open days: 
   Queen Mary University

 14-15th June 
University of Reading

 14-15th June
City, University of  London 

29th June
Royal College of Art

 16-19th April
Cardiff University

5-6th July

University College London
28-29 June 

Revision Methods: 
Cornel Note Taking 
Blurting
Turning Notes into

       Drawings
2, 3, 5, 7 Method
Pomodoro Technique

It is not enough to have
 a good mind; the main

thing is to use it well
 -René Descartes

Opportunities:
Volunteer with the

Enfield Talking
Newspaper and

provide blind
residents with a

free weekly
recording of the

news.

UK University and
Apprenticeships

Fair-gain an
insight into

apprenticeships
and universities

BFI film academy
specialist course. A

chance to get to
learn about film and

programming.

Inspirational quote of the
month: 

Investing in the
Cisco Digital
Skills Work
experience

program and
sessions about

marketing, sales,
engineering, IT

etc. 



Upcoming and recent events 

Culture Day 
On 8th February 2024, Enfield County
Sixth Form celebrated Culture Day,
where Years 12 and 13 commemorated
their culture by wearing their own
cultural clothing and sharing traditional
food. Culture Day is incredibly important
because it allows students to celebrate
and appreciate the rich diversity within
our Sixth Form community as well as
educate students on cultures they may
not be familiar with. It promotes
understanding, respect, and unity. Many
students participated in the “Culture Day
Fashion Show” where they would
showcase their beautiful clothing and
their cultural heritage. Students also
engaged in activities such as henna
designs and many students bought
traditional food for the whole Sixth Form
to try. This was an exciting occasion for
Sixth Form as they were able to share
aspects of their own cultures whilst
learning about where their peers are
from.

Rachel Hawkins 12AN

Teacher Assembly Interviews
Recently, during assemblies, the Sixth  
Formers have watched many teachers
be interviewed around the subject of
their careers and education On the
27th of February, Mr Jeffrey was
interviewed and students were able
to hear about his interesting career
path. Due to his passion for
supporting and helping young people,
he worked in the UN  for a period of
time before deciding to become a
teacher. This job required him to
travel to different countries and
played a vital role in advising young
people in order to secure and provide
them with safety and well-being. His
change in career path, from working
in the UN to becoming a teacher, was
particularly fascinating to hear about;
Mr Jeffrey mentioned how his career
path was not straightforward, yet his
involvement in the UN provided a
rewarding experience.
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